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My community is individuals who identify as Black, transgender and female in the 
US. Originally, I had specified that I wanted to focus on artists and creatives but, 
over time, those guidelines loosened and it became more of a “having some sort 
of creative talent is encouraged, but not mandatory”.  
 
When I first joined the J-school, I had a few ideas of who I would want to work 
with for the 18-month period. I very quickly landed on Black Transgender women 
as I figured my previous work with South African LGBTQ+ communities would 
lend nicely to it. I was both right and wrong. The access that the US communities 
have in comparison to African trans communities is astounding. Whether that be 
for medical care, psychological care, community centers, technologically etc. I 
knew that, in a sense, it would be much easier to reach and interact with the 
community here. Even with the pandemic, the online presence is strong and solid 








Black Trans women need recognition - in any and all aspects.  
 
I know and have learned that many do not trust journalists or the media because they’ve 
gotten it wrong so many times. By wrong I mean, using victim’s “​dead names​” when 
reporting on their deaths and overall, paying too much attention to trans pain with little 
to no coverage of trans joy.  
 
I feel passionate about this community and this project because I want to celebrate the 
joy that Black Trans women are not being given the space to feel publically.  
 
The trans community is ​constantly in danger​, with Black and brown transgender women 
being murdered at a ​higher rate​ than their cisgendered counter parts. The research 
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paper just linked also speaks to how Black trans women, and the transgender 
community at large, are killed more often (and randomly) than any other members of the 
LGBQT+ community.  
 
With social, cultural, and political giants dedicating their lives to making sure that 
transgender individuals are made to feel “othered”, I think that the more people keeping 
their wellbeing in mind, the better.  
 
I originally wanted this project to be a website where Black Trans women from New 
York City (and eventually the country/world) could upload their art (music, photos, 
paintings, drawings etc) and be able to share their own and each other’s work. 
Throughout this process, I realized that ​Instagram ​would be the most effective (time, 





As discussed in ​this piece​ I wrote for my second semester reporting class, little to no 
information or official data exists on this community.  
 
This was a challenge as there is a heavy emphasis on data in this program. 
 
I relied heavily on the ​Human Rights Campaign​ (​HRC​), as they have made a conscious effort 
to stay on top of and keep record of all the deaths of transgender people of colour. Some other 
sources that helped out were: 
 
1) National Center for Transgender Equality  




What I Did 
 
Before ​the pandemic struck, I had attended 2 sessions at ​Destination Tomorrow​ - an 
LGBTQ+ community center in The Bronx. The sessions I attended were called 
“Freestyle Nights” and were essentially used as an open and safe space for community 
members to voice their pains, concerns or give advice/recommendations. The center 
hosted queer folk, Trans women and men and nonbinary individuals. I am SO glad that I 
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found this center before everything shut down because I gained a lot of insight and it 
was really the only way that I managed to interact with my community.  
 
Here are a few quotes that stood out to me the most from my times at Destination 
Tomorrow: 
 
1) “I don’t want turkey for Thanksgiving, I want to be alive”  
This comment was made in response to a discussion about Thanksgiving holiday 
plans 
 
2) “When we disrespect each other within the community, it makes others think it’s 
okay for them to do it too” 
3) “Girls will go transition or go [and get] hormones and then be shady about where 
and how they did it? That’s not okay” 
4) “We have an “us vs them” mentality within our own community” 
The above comments were made when discussing the issues within the trans community. 
Some of the meeting attendees spoke about their experiences with other girls in the 
community and mentioned cattiness, as well as girls seeing each other and their 
transitioning as a competition. I knew (from interviews I did over the summer) that many 
in the trans community feel ostracized by the LGBTQ+ community at large, and so 
hearing about the inner fighting was disheartening, but understandable. The world has 
convinced BIPOC trans women that there is only space for a handful of them to succeed.  
Besides my time at DT, I looked for participants through social media and looking through the 
followers of bigger named community members.  
 
 
What I did well and Community Feedback  
 
The quote “bottom landing in butter” really illustrates my experience with most of the 
members I reached out to and interacted with. 98% of the women I spoke with were so 
lovely, open and excited to join or be involved. I really lucked out.  
 
I proactively decided to keep a record of all of the individuals, groups etc that I reached 
out to and ended up communicating with. Please find that ​here​. The spreadsheet 
helped me keep on top of follow ups, and also just made me organized.  
 
I spent most of my energy and time on Twitter, as that’s where I got the largest 
response. I really and truly just cold DM’d people asking if they’d be involved in having a 
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conversation about the project. I definitely held it off for more than I should have, just 
out of nervousness and anxiety. However, once I started reaching out to community 
members I usually got a quick and positive response.  
 
Something I think I did well was commenting on and engaging with community 
members online, on content that was related to me or my project. It was my version of 
“showing up” and I feel that it paid off.  
 


















































What I could’ve done differently/better 
 
My own stress, anxiety and feelings towards the pandemic definitely got in my way. I 
lost so much time and energy in the beginning of the semester being anxious or afraid 
to reach out to community members. This is also not at all what I saw myself doing 
during my time at Newmark. I am genuinely sad that this is all that could be done, but 
such is life and I am (relatively) proud of the project, but most importantly, the 
relationships that I have built. 
The above mentioned hurdles definitely impacted WHAT I could have done, but I 
believe that the HOW stayed pretty consistent. I’m interested in my community seeing 
me as an ally, a friend or sister, and I believe that I am definitely moving in the right 
direction.  
 































Things I could’ve done differently/better 
In hindsight, I wish that I had written more articles. Realistically, with where I was 
mentally and emotionally for the majority of the semester, I don’t know if I 
could’ve handled it, but that’s one observation. 
 





Metrics, Outcomes and Impact 
 
 
1) Followers​: The instagram page gained close to 50 new followers from when I first 
created the account, until today (7 December 2020). I had no idea until I went back to 
check. While that growth is small, it feels great to know that people are paying attention. 
2) Instagram promotions​: Okay, so, I only managed to get one (could’ve been two I was 
randomly charged $6 one Wednesday with no context) promotion up and running. 
Instagram kept rejecting my requests and appeals because I, apparently, wasn’t 
adhering to their promotional rules. 
 
Instagram is really great and shoutout to Rachel and Kristine always for suggesting I use 
it instead of building my own website. The platform is great because they measure 
everything!  
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I was and will continue to be VERY surprised that 71% of 
the people engaging with the content are men. But, also 
not surprised as I have seen an increase of men who 
love trans women engaging with and following both my 













I specifically looked at promoting my work to 18-34 year 
olds, so am glad that this was a correction assumption on 
my part. My only reasoning is that I believe that young 
adults are more likely to be in support of LGBTQ+ issues, 







































The above breakdown initially confused me as it said there were 0 promotion clicks but 778 
promotions, until I remembered Kelsey speaking to us about how impressions are actually such 
a useless measurement as it could just mean that 778 people stopped on the ad for 1-10 












What have I learned?  
1) People want to be listened to and made to feel celebrated once in a while, and 
there is nothing wrong with that. If we have the platform and desire to do so, the 
world is so busy that taking the time to make someone feel better because you 
can is beautiful. 
2) Even though we understand how powerful and influential social media is, I had 
no real idea until this program. I had never used social media to create and build 
relationships before and it is definitely something that I will continue to do in my 
professional and personal life.  
3) Being organized and keeping your information organized is actually fun and is 
truly the kindest thing you can do for yourself when dealing with big projects 
4) The worst thing someone can say to you is ‘No’. And if they do, there are so 
many others who will understand and believe in what you’re trying to do.  
 
 
Challenges and how I overcame them 
My biggest challenges were: 
 
1) COVID-19 
The pandemic undoubtedly ruined most, if not all, plans I had for my time at the J 
School. I had originally wanted to host “open newsroom” like events with 
community members in certain neighbourhoods to discuss ways in which we 
could all make New York safer. I intended on providing food, clothing vouchers 
and brochures filled with info regarding trans friendly healthcare providers, 
housing placements, and so much more. With the pandemic, I had broaden my 
scope from New York to the whole of the US which made my original plans 
impossible to execute. 
 
2) Being cis-gender/lack of trust in media 
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As illustrated earlier in my report with screenshots, I had my fair share of 
rejections. Oddly enough, I preferred rejection with an explanation. I learn better 
by knowing exactly what I’ve done and exactly what you need me to do to fix it. I 
also know that it’s a privilege for someone you’re reaching out to to want to take 
the time to explain themselves. In the examples given, one woman had an issue 
with me being ​cisgendered​. I completely understood her issue and agreed with 
her suggestions. In my dream world, this account will continue to grow and 
maybe a team will need to be developed. That team would look like the people 
they’re serving.  
 
In terms of lack of trust in the media, the reason I decided on this community was 
because I believed that journalism fails BIPOC trans women. I knew it going in, 
but forgot along the way that I am a journalist and therefore some women 
wouldn’t trust ​me​. I do, however, feel as though the women that I did build close 





Critical insights/advice  
I still don’t believe that I have absolutely foolproof ideas, insights or advice on how to go 
about connecting with this community. The only advice I have would be to be who you 
would want to have if you were in said community. I went into this project wanting to be 
a better ally to Black trans women and I believe that they see me as such. Advice would 
be to stay consistent, recognize that we’re ALL going through a global pandemic and 











Published writing that I’m proud of 
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My interview with Noelle was great and she is so sweet. She was driving across the 
country to attend a performance when we were chatting. This piece only really scratches 
the surface of not only who she is, but what more is to come on the platform for TAG.  
 
Published non-text multimedia I’m proud of 
This audio slideshow interview with Aaliyah Kylie was so fun! She was an angel and on 
board with it all, even though she didn’t fully understand it. She and I both love how it 
turned out and I look forward to continuing to share it.  
 
I, however, didn’t manage to complete it for a few reasons. Burnout, technological 
fatigue and Aaliyah not having enough photos that she was happy to use (she is early on 
in her transition and doesn’t like photos of herself from even May 2020) and so I felt 
really stuck and decided to let it go for now. I plan on completing it in the New Year.  
 
Data piece  
 
So, I struggled A LOT with the data aspect of my community. For my final report in Data 
Journalism I decided to discuss ‘Stop, Question and Frisk’ as it was the closest thing to 
the ‘Walking While Trans’ rules and most definitely included Black trans people.  
 
 
Social media platform  
 
I engaged the most with the community on Twitter and so have chosen to link to my 
“professional” twitter account. As I mentioned, I looked through the likes, followers and 
who certain community members were following. Most times, women would follow me 
















Ethical guidelines  
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I modelled my guidelines after popular social media sites like Instagram and Snapchat, 
as they aligned closely with the ethics I hope to maintain with TAG. 
 
Interactive product or service 
The instagram page is where the biggest part of my project lives. I decided on Instagram 
and not Twitter and the project is photo and video heavy and Instagram makes/made 
everything so much easier. My original plan was to build a website, but Kristine and 
Rachel advised that Instagram would be the most sensical and advantageous move.  
 
Major assignments in Startup Sprint  
 
All of our assignments lived in one document, however, I would like to draw your 
attention to assignment two. This is the assignment that made us create landing pages. I 
was against it, initially, as I thought that the Instagram page would speak for itself. I am 
SO glad that Jeremy forced us to as the landing page now acts as an online space that 






Thank you! 🥰 
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